Adjectives

A. Underline the adjectives in each sentence and mention their type.
1. The Japanese professionals are known for their stringent work ethics.
_______________
2. Mrs Biswas is a tall lady who stays in the house at the end of the road.
_______________
3. Each student was asked to attend the sports meet. _______________
4. My mother lost her bag in the crowded bus. _______________
5. A Russian student is coming to our school for a foreign exchange
program. _______________
6. Paras went through each email to find the details. _______________
7. Some people have shown interest in visiting the museum.
_______________
8. The excited children screamed while on the roller coaster rides.
_______________
B. Complete the following table:
Positive
1. stubborn
2. far
3.
4. dangerous
5. hungry
6.
7. beautiful

Comparative
farther
more famous
hungrier
more studious
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Superlative
most stubborn
most famous
most dangerous
most studious
most beautiful

Answers
A.
1. The Japanese professionals are known for their stringent work ethics.
Proper Adjectives
2. Mrs. Biswas is a tall lady who stays in the house at the end of the road.
Adjective of Quality
3. Each student was asked to attend the sports meet. Distributive Adjective
4. My mother lost her bag in the crowded bus. Adjective of Quality
5. A Russian student is coming to our school for a foreign exchange
program. Proper Adjective
6. Paras went through each email to find the details. Distributive Adjective
7. Some people have shown interest in visiting the museum. Adjectives of
Quantity
8. The excited children screamed while on the roller coaster rides. Adjective
of Quality
B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Positive
stubborn
far
famous
dangerous
hungry
studious
beautiful

Comparative
more stubborn
farther
more famous
more dangerous
hungrier
more studious
more beautiful
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Superlative
most stubborn
farthest
most famous
most dangerous
hungriest
most studious
most beautiful

